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Cel l Bl ock Fi ve: A Modern A rabi c Novel
By Fadhil Al-Azzawi, William M. Hutchins

The American University in Cairo Press. Hardback. Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Cell Block Five: A
Modern Arabic Novel, Fadhil Al-Azzawi, William M. Hutchins, Being plucked from a Baghdad cafe
and deposited in a cell block for political prisoners is a wakeup call for Aziz, the novel's hero and
narrator, a young man who has been living on automatic pilot - as if he were a guest visiting his
own life - and he is finally forced to come to terms with the flawed world we inhabit and shape.
Although never charged with any offense, he must adjust to a lengthy stay in prison, where he is
befriended by Salam the yard boss, Mun'im an idealistic university student with a beautiful sister
named Salwa, Yusuf an idealist dispatched to the 'Swamp,' Salman an anarchist schoolteacher,
and Mustafa an aged farmer who dreams of an alternative society. While these imprisoned
revolutionaries teach Aziz to dream that an ideal city with his name on it may lie just over the
horizon, the police supervisor encourages him to think of a simple crime to which he can confess so
he can be charged and eventually released.Based on the author's own incarceration in Iraq, "Cell...
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Reviews
A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way
and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ma cey Schneider
Simply no phrases to clarify. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Noa h Cummer a ta IV
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